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QUESTION 1

Which statements about the following case are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Stage 1 is a resolution stage. 

B. Stage 1 automatically transitions to Stage 2. 

C. Stage 2 is a resolution stage. 

D. Stage 1 is a primary stage. 

E. Stage 2 is an alternate stage. 

Correct Answer: BD Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 2

Rulesets are primarily used _____________. (Choose two.) 

A. to support the creation of multiple versions of rules in an application 

B. to facilitate the migration of rules from one system to another 

C. to specify the reusability of a rule 

D. to define and configure an application 

Correct Answer: BD Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 3

When defining a new case type, the best course of action is to: 

A. Identify steps and their processes, then add stages to reference the steps 

B. Identify processes, then steps, and then stages 

C. Identify stages, then add steps, and then define processes 

D. Identify processes, then add stages, and then add steps 

Correct Answer: D 

Section: (none) 
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QUESTION 4

One of the key benefits specific to DCO is _____________________ . 

A. creating test plans from specifications 

B. incorporating UI diagrams into specifications 

C. the ability to trace rules back to their specifications and requirements 

D. importing requirements from an external system 

Correct Answer: D Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 5

Civen this high-level view of a health assessment process: 

the patient is triaged by the receiving nurse and vital statistics are entered in the patient log the patient log and the
patient are reviewed by the attending physician if necessary, additional tests are ordered the diagnosis and treatment
plan are established Which step should be implemented as a subcase? 

A. If necessary, additional tests are ordered 

B. the diagnosis and treatment plan are established 

C. the patient log and the patient are reviewed by the attending physician 

D. the patient is triaged by the receiving nurse and vital statistics are entered in the patient log 

Correct Answer: B 

Section: (none) 
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